
100 NEW ROUTE ON THE GRAND PILlER D'ANGLE

I I am. Suddenly we have a wide view of the south side of Mont Blanc-we are
on the top of the frontal face of the Grand Pilier d'Angle. A light plane
dives straight towards us. Photos. A sip of tea. Pitons are thrown away-for
luck ... and to lighten the burden. Our crampons dig into the softened ice.
We feel the weight of the snow balling on them. The last rocks become an island
for castaways. Six hours of drift in the warmed slush. The sun dips behind
Mont Blanc de Courmayeur; the snow hardens. We force the pace to the limit.

Over a cornice I reach the top of the ridge. It is 9 pm. The sun is just above the
horizon. A fabulous play of colours. An overpowering red in every crystal of
snow. Secret dark blue valleys. Distant grey-green.

I had to share this. I pull the rope violently, telling them to hurry. Sixty metres
is a long way. The blazing ball is sinking. They are just in time!

At 10 pm we were in the longed-for"\ allot hut.

SUMMARY Mont Blanc, South-east face of Grand Pilier d'Angle by new route
to the left of the Bonatti-Gobbi route 15-20 July 1969. E. Chrobak, T.
Laukajtys, A. Mroz. ED 250 pitons. Technical note p 137.

64 Howse Peak (left) and Chephren Peak showing the East
faces. Photo: W. R. Joyce



Calgary climber
Brian Greenwood

Canada is a very big country, but, being a climber, I wouldn't really care if
a line running slightly west of north were drawn through Calgary and that part
to the east were cast adrift. The part remaining would still be a very big
country, a big country at least half of which is mountainous-peak after peak,
range after range. There is obviously no lack of choice about what to climb, and
while at the weekly Calgary Mountain Club meeting, over tables loaded with
beer, some adventurous person will occasionally try to interest fellow-members
in a trip to Alaska or to the Logan Mountains or some other expeditionary-type
trip, conversation is more generally directed towards the week-ends or odd
weeks in our own nearby Rockies or Selkirks.

It is here then, in the Rockies and the Interior Ranges of British Columbia,
that the Calgary climber looks for his satisfaction. And even here the opport
unity is as yet unlimited and a climber might develop a detailed knowledge of
only selected areas within these ranges. He will always have his list of climbs
to do, ranging from the horrific 4000 ft mixed face on one of the larger peaks
to a probably interesting 1000 ft rock climb of V DifI. standard, but seldom
does anyone climb seem to develop a top priority rating. Competition is low
and if someone else should do a climb first there are always many more on the
list.
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The original climbers in the Canadian Rockies were visitors from England or
the eastern United States. Often assisted by European guides they had
brought to Canada, they climbed many of the more prominent peaks. The
Canadian Pacific Railway Company brought guides from Switzerland in an
attempt to establish the Rockies as a orth American Switzerland, and
particularly between the wars these guides led ascents of many of the peaks
in the Rockies, though few, if any, of these climbs are ofany technical difficulty.
These pioneers were handicapped by the difficult access to many parts of the
area, long journeys by pack train often being necessary to reach their objectives.
With these difficulties and the relatively small number of climbers it is not
surprising that their efforts were spent almost entirely on first mountain
ascents by easy routes.

One consequence of this early development, and the fact that most routes
existing are of little technical difficulty, is that the Rockies have a reputation for
poor rock. In a chain composed mainly of sedimentary rocks this is generally
true, especially on the easier slopes and ridges. However, on recent climbs
on steeper faces the rock is found to be of a much better quality, which will
improve again with the passage of more climbers.

In the last ten years excellent roads have been built in the Rockies, with a result
that many areas are now easily accessible and since the late 50S climbers have
begun to attempt the steeper faces and ridges. Mount Robson (12,972 ft), the
highest peak in the Canadian Rockies and first climbed in 1913 by a party led
by Conrad Kain, an Austrian guide brought over by the Alpine Club of
Canada, became rapidly developed with improved access, and probably now all
the major routes have been climbed. It should be pointed out, though, that
Robson, as the highest peak in the Rockies, is a special case. The major diffi
culties are on ice and snow, and even the most recent routes were attempted
early in its history, many even before the first ascent was made.

Along the main chain of the Rockies one type of face is particularly obvious;
3000-4000 ft in height and of mixed snow and rock. The North face of Mount
Edith Cavell, near Jasper, is an obvious example of this type and was the first
to be climbed in 1961 by the Americans Chouinard, Beckey and Doody.
It has been repeated several times, including a solo ascent by Royal Robbins.
The usual time for ascent is now less than one day, which is probably indicative
of the degree of difficulty, though the serious nature of these faces must be
considered by other factors than merely technical difficulty. This face of Edith
Cavell is probably now the major objective of winter climbers in the Rockies.
Other faces of this type have been climbed in the last few years: East face of
Mount Chephren, East face of Howse Peak, North face of Mount Temple



65 Oil the Eastface of Mount Chephren Fairly typical big face climbing.
Climber is the late John Hudson (see P 343). Photo: Art Gran
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(three routes) and the East face of Mount Assiniboine. Many similar faces
remain unclimbed. With more climbers, and more competition, others will
no doubt be climbed with increasing frequency in the future.

Snow and ice climbs in the Rockies are, as yet, a thing of the future. By this I mean
climbs specifically chosen for the snow and ice involved, such as the orth
faces of the Plan and the Triolet in Europe. I know of only three routes which
are in this category that have been made in the Rockies: Jorth face of Mount
Robson, East face of Mount Patterson and a route on the orth face of Mount
Deltaform. Only with the latter am I personally familiar, and it is very similar
to the North face of the Plan, which is indicative of its quality.

I have left any discussion of pure rock climbing until last. With few exceptions
it is this branch of the sport that occupies the greater part of a climber's time.
In most areas developments on one particular face or outcrop have led to
developments elsewhere. In Southern California climbing on Tahquitz rock
led to the extremes of Yosemite; in Britain the sandstone of Harrison's and the
millstone grit of the Pennines have played their parts, and similar practise
cliffs can be pointed out elsewhere. Here in Calgary we have our own equivalent
in the mile-long, 1000 ft high South face of the Yamnuska. It was only in the
50S that the first routes were made on this vertical face and even now there are
only some twenty to thirty routes in existence, all of which are predominantly
free-climbing. Its importance lies in its easy accessibility to Calgary (two
hours from home to its base), its southern aspect, which means that it is often
pleasant to climb on eyen in winter, and above all the fact that it has route" of
every degree of difficulty, allowing new climbers to grade their abilities accur
ately. The next step for climbers on the Yamnuska will be the extensive use
of aid in making new climbs. While it may be surprising that this has not
already occurred, it appears that aid climbing on this rock will only occasion
ally be less than A3 (out of 5 American) and the consistent use of aid at this
standard represents a very big step from free-climbing.

The Yamnuska is by no means alone as a challenge for the rock climber. The
whole eastern edge of the Rockies abounds in steep rock faces. There must be
hundreds of them, some as high as 2000 ft, awaiting the climber. At this time,
apart from a few obviously outstanding lines, it seems pointless to range beyond
the Yamnuska, which is easily accessible and contains challenge enough for
years to come.

The Yamnuska, though, is for autumn, winter and spring rock climbing. In
early summer we grow a little tired of it and progress further into the main
chain. Here again one specific mountain claims most of our attention. Mount



66 The East face of Mount HUllgabee more than 3000 ft high and as yet
unclimbed. This photograph was taken in late July of a worse than average
year. This and following photos: Glen Boles

Eisenhower, seen from the road, presents several miles of steep cliff-actually
two separate tiers of cliffs, one atop the other, each close to 1000 ft and separated
by a broad ledge. It was on this ledge that the Calgary Mountain Club built
a small hut three years ago. ow there are six routes on the upper cliff all
graded at roughly Severe, yet all are beautiful routes well worth repeating.
Recent attempts at other routes would seem to indicate that here is a crag
for the real tiger, calling for long, unprotected leads of Hard VS and Extreme
standard.



67 The North-eastface of Mount Babel showing the upper half of the 1969
climb

To the west, along the main divide of the Rockies, are many possibilities. In
the Tonquin valley near Jasper a long line of peaks known as the Ramparts
have steep East faces, and in the past Fred Beckey, with various companions,
has carried out a systematic campaign, making several routes. The northern
most peak of the Ramparts, Mount Geike-almost II,OOO ft high-has a
4000 ft North face which was climbed two years ago by Hudson and Robbins.



68 The Howser Spires: Bugaboos See also A.J. 73 [58]

At Moraine Lake in the Lake Louise Group one of the most imposing walls in
the Rockies was climbed for the first time last year. This was the 2000 ft face
of Mount Babel. Overall this face is little, if any, removed from the vertical and
very similar to a big Dolomite face. The lower part was consistently difficult
free climbing, often of F8 and F9 standard, while near the top a continually
overhanging section of more than 100 ft took ten hours to climb, being graded
A3 and A4· [67]

I mentioned earlier the Interior Ranges of British Columbia. There is insuffi
cient space here to give details of these ranges immediately west of the Rockies.
However, mention should be made of the most famous group in this area
-the Bugaboos (A.J. 73 251). Conrad Kain was again the first to explore
these granite spires rising sheer above the surrounding glaciers. The area
contains only about six major peaks and a similar number of minor ones,
though on at least two of the peaks VS climbing is required to reach the
summits by even the easiest routes. Around 1960 many of the best climbers
in North America were visiting the area and a great many new and difficult
routes were made. The area has settled down to become an almost perfect
rock playground for the climber, access now being fairly easy. Many climbers
are content to repeat the old routes and to make second or third ascents of the
more difficult routes, but also, on occasion, one of the few remaining major
lines is climbed.

8
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These are but a few examples of the opportunities immediately available to the
enthusiastic Calgary climber. Even for those who do not wish to undertake
expeditionary-type trips the scope is virtually limitless. Today, climbers are
few, yet no doubt in the future the Rockies and the Interior Ranges will
together form one of the great climbing areas of the world.

SELECTED REFEREI CES

The following are the main articles relating to this area in the American
Alpine Journal:

'Ascent of the Wishbone Are~te, Mt Robson' by Don Claunch. A.A.J. I9S6 1

'Bugaboo Adventures', by Fred Beckey. A.A.J. I960 17
'The North Wall of Mount Edith Cavell', by Yvon Chouinard. A.A.]. I962 53
'West Face of the South Tower of Howser Spire', by Fred Beckey. A.A.J.

I962 57
'A Rampart Wall-Oubliette's East Face', by Fred Beckey. A.A.J. I963 403
'The orth Face of Mount Robson', by Dan Davis. A.A.J. I964 64
'The East Face of Mount Chephren'. by Arthur Gran. A.A.]. I966 41
'The South Face of Snowpatch Spire', by John Hudson and R. C. Williams.

A.A.J. I967 283
'Mount Temple's North Face', by Brian Greenwood. A.A.J. I967 287
'Canadian Rockies North Faces', by Chris Jones. A.A.J. I968 56 (see also

A.J. 73 64)
'The North Face of Mount Geike' by John Hudson. A.A.]. I968 60
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